
Introduction:
This week we are concluding our series called 'Façade'. Do you find yourself wearing different masks? Are
you an expert at putting on a Façade? Why do we wear different masks from one day to the next?

This week for Part 6 of the Façade series, the message is called 'Hiding Through Perfectionism'. Do you
struggle with being a perfectionist? Do you live with a perfectionist? Do you try to hide who you really are
by trying to be perfect for yourself, someone else, maybe even for God?

Questions:
Would you agree that the Bible can be incredibly intimidating? Does God really expect you to be perfect?
Are you called to perfection? Do we all have the potential to put on the façade of perfectionism? Are you
obsessed with perfection, even though you know that perfection is the enemy of progress? Matthew 5:48

Are you a self-oriented perfectionist? Are you driven by unrealistic expectations you put on yourself?
Do you battle feelings of guilt to the point of inefficiency? How can being a self-oriented perfectionist
defeat your initiative? Do you have perfection paralysis? Ecclesiastes 11:4

Maybe you're an externally-oriented perfectionist? Are you driven by what you believe that others
expect of you? Do you struggle feeling like you will never measure up to your idea of what others expect?
Can being an externally-oriented perfectionist destroy your happiness? Are you translating a virtue into a
vice? Ecclesiastes 7:16
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Are we called to perfection?
Self-oriented perfectionist
Externally-oriented perfectionist
Others-oriented perfectionist
Perfectionism is a spiritual problem
Grace is the answer to perfectionism
Called to be complete, not perfect

Are you an others-oriented perfectionist? Do you impose your expectations on others? Do you expect
others to live up to your impossible standards? How can being an others-oriented perfectionist damage
your relationships? Do you take great pains, and give them to others? Proverbs 17:9

At its root, is perfectionism a spiritual problem? How could perfectionism be a covering for your
sinfulness? What's the real value of the Law, how can it help you see yourself as you really are? Can you
live up to the standard of the Law on your own? Romans 3:20

How is God’s grace the answer to perfectionism? How does grace take the pressure off? Where does your
righteousness come from? How can the gift of grace address your issues with perfectionism? What’s the
difference between perfectionism and grace? What changes because of grace? Romans 3:22

If the Bible is not calling us to be perfect, what is it calling us to be? What is the translation of the Greek
word 'Teleios'? If your calling is not to be perfect but to point people to how great God is, how can love
help you to be complete? How can your love be complete? Matthew 5:43-44, 46 & 48; John 19:30;
Hebrews 12:2

Key Takeaway: Don't pursue perfection. Pursue Him who is perfection. 

Summary: 


